CLIENT FEEDBACK

“The Virage VS600M is an extremely powerful training tool. The drivers we train love it “It’s just like my truck.” The simulator enables us to train in high risk situations that improve our client’s drivers’ awareness and behaviors. It is very durable and reliable. Kudos to the Virage team, they are always there for us when we need them!”

John Heinzel, President, Next Gen Driver Training

“We compared all the simulators on the market. The VS600M by Virage Simulation and its training programs won hands down.”

Lucas Mowrey, Safety Director, Grand Island Express

“I love seeing the reactions of the drivers in the Fuel Efficiency program. Their jaws drop when they realize the impact of their driving on fuel consumption.”

Normand Metivier, Teacher, CFTC

FEATURES

- CDL Refresher
  - Golden Shifter™
  - Golden Mirror™
  - Golden Steering™
  - Golden Coupling / Uncoupling™
  - Golden Pre-Trip™
  - CDL Test
- Advanced backing maneuvers
- Defensive Driving / Crash Prevention
  - Vision Habits
  - Space Management
  - Hazard Perception
  - Distraction
  - Fatigue
  - Adverse Weather Conditions
  - Mountain Driving
  - Rollover Prevention
- Fuel Efficiency
- Driver Assessment
  - Driver performance analysis and reporting
  - Video capture of the session
  - Recruitment and Pre-hiring
  - Identification of training needs
**VS600M TRUCK SIMULATOR**

- OEM parts
- Complete air-brake simulation
  - Pre-trip inspection
  - Selectable faults
  - Interactive schematic
- Automatic and manual transmissions
  - Accurate RPM gaps
  - Realistic grinding and kickback
- High-resolution visual system
- Driver out-the-window view for backing
- Three-axis motion / vibration system
- Debrief Station
- Driver Tracker
- Mobile solutions

**BENEFITS**

- **A complete road network and vehicle in your classroom!**
- Improve safety culture
- Objectively assess drivers
- Automatically record and retain sessions
- Diagnose training needs
- Add flexibility to your training
- Reduce claims
- Reconstruct and review crash events
- Reduce fuel consumption and maintenance costs
- Promote professional driver development
- Create friendly competition with the new Driver Championship
- Increase driver confidence and reduce anxiety
- Improve your bottom line